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A Message from the Head
This has been a short term but one packed with
achievements throughout the school. You can read about
many of these in the newsletter and also via our regular
Twitter feed @Heathcotee4. I am very proud of so many of
our pupils and the positive progress they are making across
their subjects and out of the classroom. Just two examples
are four of our Year 10 pupils, Tahilah, Joseph, Jessica and
Hussain, who shared their Maths knowledge at an event at Norlington School
scoring full marks in one round. The Year 7 and 9 girls’ sports teams have also
done amazingly well this term in football and netball.
Thank you to all those who supported World Book Day and all the great
costumes from staff and some pupils - the day also reminded us all of the
point of reading and the importance of good literacy for everybody’s future.
We also celebrated Number Day and pupils and staff had fun working out a
number of Maths challenges.
We say goodbye to:
Ms Davies—SENDCO
Ms Syeddah—Maths teacher
Ms Cope—Attendance Administrator
Ms Wellard—Librarian
Ms Childs—IEU Supervisor
Ms Oprea—Science Technician
Ms Elgood—Science Technician
We wish them well on the next stages of their journey. Ms Gardiner, our new
SENDCO, is looking forward to meeting parents of pupils with SEND after the
holidays.
There will be a significant number of changes coming up over the next year
and beyond and I will send you further information of these via Parent Mail.
Change is hard for everyone but I assure you all the changes are well thought
out and with the pupils’ best interests at heart. This will lead to better learning
and teaching, better outcomes and better behaviour which will make all our
pupils safer and happier. We will build on the school’s current successes, but
there is a lot of work to do to ensure real change for your children. I am
excited about the challenges as your children deserve the very best
opportunities and education.
All pupils have exams next term and in particular Year 11 and Year 13 should
be focused and organised for learning over the holidays. I want all our pupils
to find the right path in life, whatever that may be, but GCSE, BTEC and A level
results are very important for supporting ambitious future choices and so all
pupils can be the best they can be.
I hope you have a wonderful Easter break.

Emma Hillman
www.heathcoteschool.com

Heathcote Sixth Form Above National Average
We are delighted to report that
Heathcote School and Science
College's Sixth Form has enjoyed
above average results last year.
The following are extracts of the article
published in the local Waltham Forest
Guardian newspaper and on their website:

“Average performances are calculated
by comparing the A-level results of students with those of students in schools and
colleges across England pupils who started with similar results at the end of the previous
key stage.
In Waltham Forest, students at Holy Family Catholic School were 0.39 better than the
average A-level results, putting it in the top five per cent of schools and colleges.
Heathcote School and Science College were also above average, performing 0.18 better
than others with similar results.”
Well done to all our staff and students that are working hard to achieve these amazing results.

Congratulations to Heathcote’s Japanese Club
Dr Karpinska, who runs Heathcote’s Japanese Language Club, is delighted to
announce that they have been awarded a substantial grant from The Great Britain
Sasakawa Foundation. This is to help them to organise Japan-themed cultural
events for the club. All thanks to the enthusiasm of its members!
Thank you to The Great British Sasakawa
Foundation for their generous grant.
Omigoto! (well done!)
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Languages Link with
Chase Lane Primary School
Heathcote are delighted to announce that we have formed a languages link with a local primary
school, Chase Lane, also in Chingford. Pupils
from Chase Lane visit Heathcote and take part
in languages lessons provided by our
teaching staff. Ms Senior, Head of Modern
Foreign Languages, hopes to expand the
scheme to other schools in light of the positive
feedback below;
'Finding quality French provision is never easy
in a primary setting. Forging a fantastic link
with Heathcote secondary has been
invaluable. Heathcote provide fully qualified
language teachers which is a rare luxury. Our
children now experience a range of French lessons that incorporate speaking and listening as well as
writing. The resources used provide a wonderful transition between the two schools which a large
proportion of our Year 6 children go up to. In addition our children have been to the secondary
school and taken part in other languages such as Spanish. We are very lucky to have made such
links. Magnifique!’

Carolyn Houstoun
Headteacher, Chase Lane Primary School and Nursery

Parking
Please be considerate if you drop off/pick up your child/ren at school.
Please do not park on the yellow lines around the school site as it can block other road users
ability to see children attempting to cross. Please also be considerate of our neighbours when
parking. Please do not block driveways, roads or other cars in.
It would be appreciated if parents can park their cars on the same side of the road (preferably
the opposite side of the road to Heathcote) to prevent other road users having to slalom their
way down the road. There is more likely to be an accident if cars are constantly having to swerve
around parked vehicles. Parents are not allowed to drop children off in the staff car park.

Thank you in advance. The safety of your children is of paramount importance to us.
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Heathcote hosts annual Deaf Aspirations Day
This February, Heathcote once again hosted our annual Deaf Aspirations Day.
Ms Jarrett tells us all about it…
Now in its fifth year, the annual Deaf Aspirations Day is an event
developed to inspire and encourage our deaf students to realise that
they can achieve in spite of their
disability, to have big aspirations
for their futures and therefore to
work hard at school in order to
achieve their goals.
This year we were delighted to welcome four schools to Heathcote to
take part in workshops with deaf adult role models on financial literacy and dance.
Check out the short video of the day on out website www.heathcoteschool.com or our Twitter page
@HeathcoteE4

Contact Details
Please make sure to update the Main School Office if you move address or change your
contact number(s). We have had occasions where we have been unable to contact
Parents/Carers as the contact numbers we had did not work.

ParentMail
Please ensure to sign up for ParentMail so that you can be kept up-to-date with letters,
dates and documents relating to your child/ren.
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Futsal Club launches at Heathcote
The start of January saw the launch of the Heathcote Futsal Club (in association with the London
Forest Youth Development F.C.) for boys and girls aged 6 to 11 years.
Devised and delivered by qualified FA coaches and led by experienced football coach Gavin
Prince, budding footballers took part in their first 90-minute Futsal session. Available every
Wednesday from 6pm to 7.15pm at Heathcote School, children have the opportunity to develop
their skill execution and ball control whilst enhancing their social skills.
To further their experience, pupils are provided with numerous opportunities; for example, on
27th January Mr Prince, who is also the Head of Football at Heathcote, took a group of children to
a West Ham led festival to demonstrate their skills. Following the likes of Messi and Xavi, come
down and try some Futsal. All welcome!

70 students for Summer
Work Experience
The final interviews for Summer Work
Experience for Year 10 and Year 11
students happened at the beginning of
February.
70 students signed up with Ms Faria for this great
opportunity to expand their skills and network with
different companies across London over the
summer holidays.
Ms Ali from “Reed In Partnership” conducted the interviews over several weeks. The next step in
the programme involves pairing up the students with companies that offer experience in areas
that are of interest to each student.
We can't wait to hear about their experiences when they come back in September!
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Year 11 Visit Berlin
In early January, some of our Year 11 History students
were privileged to visit Berlin in Germany for a fascinating
tour. Mirjan Hima and Louis Leonard give us a rundown.
On a cold, damp, dull English Wednesday morning in early January
we set out on an adventure to Berlin. Once we arrived in the
ex-communist eastern Berlin we set out on a four-hour walking tour
in the rain. We visited Museum Island (a complex of world-famous
museums on the River Spree) before seeing the Brandenburg Gate
and the spectacular Berlin cathedral. Despite being tired, it was a
great experience to see all of the beautiful architecture.
On the second day we got a closer look at the mind of Hitler,
visiting the Sachsenhausen concentration camp, seeing the
conditions the prisoners had to go through and the real effects of the
Holocaust. We then went on to the imposing Olympiastadion
stadium where the 1936 summer Olympics were held and had a
really interesting tour of its history, including Jesse Owens’
shocking win of four gold medals. Later on that evening we travelled
to the Reichstag (parliament) building which had a beautiful view of
Berlin at night.
On the third day we visited the Asisi Panorama showing a view of
the Berlin wall and the effect of communism on Berlin. We also
went to see the Holocaust memorial. Walking past the big grey
slabs isolated us from the outside world, cut us off from the noises
outside – the symbolism of the memorial and the stories we read in
the museum helped us to understand the horrors and experience of
the Jewish people of Europe.
Overall, the trip was very good and we were able to learn a lot. We
would like to thank Ms Loader and Ms Dawson for taking the time
to organise such a mind blowing experience for us History students.
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Guardian Video-Editing Workshop
Melih Civici, Year 8, tells us more about the skills he learnt on this
engaging visit that Dr Karpinska organised
On Friday 2nd February 2018 we went on a
trip to The Guardian to do video editing. I
really enjoyed this trip a lot. When we went,
there was a lady that worked at the Guardian
that showed us our task and what we are
supposed to do. We were in pairs and shared an iMac.
Together we had to get clips, make them shorter and add backgrounds, effects, music and much
more. My partner was Ryan and we worked really well. We did equal amount of work and helped
each other. We completed the challenging task, where we had to do many clips into one video. We
didn’t find it too challenging and actually found it easy. I knew how to do many things like
backgrounds, effects, music
and overlapping audio already.
At the end of this experience,
we made a really cool video
explaining about polar bears,
penguins, global warming and
forest fires.

Keep up-to-date with the latest news, information
and events by visiting our website at

www.heathcoteschool.com
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Geography students relish fascinating field trip to Devon
Year 12 Geography student, Hansnii Aukhjee, reports on the Devon field trip organised by the department in January.
Our three day residential trip was to Plymouth and Totnes in Devon, where we stayed at a field study centre in Slapton Ley. This was the
base for our fieldwork investigation into “coastal landscapes” and “regeneration”.
After a five hour mini-bus journey from Chingford, we arrived in Plymouth where we visited the shopping
areas "Frankfort Gate” and “Drake Circus”. Here we undertook primary data collection in the form of Environmental Quality Surveys and questionnaires. The results of this suggested “Frankfort Gate” needed to be
regenerated but not “Drake Circus”, since we saw how in the former area people would only enter the area for
domestic goods, and wouldn’t socialise. However, “Drake Circus” was completely different since it had high
end shops and it attracted a lot of customers. Whilst on location, we had to use a map to find the places we were
assigned to rate on factors such as economic, social and environmental, which helped us to compare how the
two different areas were not alike due to how much regeneration the area had received.
The next day we hiked through the pleasant winter sunshine, travelling from Start Bay on the beautiful south
Devon coast to Slapton Sands. During the hike we undertook beach profiling using clinometers and tape
measures; this helped us understand how the gradient of a beach changes depending on how much sediment is
being eroded away, and therefore provided an insight into the process of long-shore drift. We also got a chance
to analyse the effectiveness of sea defences such as sea walls, rip rap (a type of loose rock), and gabions (rubble
contained in mesh caging). We made use of bipolar surveys and cost benefit analysis to see how the area could
be affected if flooded, and estimated the damage to the local infrastructure and economy.
On our last day, we visited the rural Devon market town of Totnes. Here we studied its regeneration into
a ”Transition Town”, in which it makes use of sustainable local resources, thus promoting the local economy
and reducing its eco-footprint. During the morning we visited some local shopkeepers and business owners in
order to question them on the town’s regeneration and how it has impacted them as individuals, and whether or
not they thought it was beneficiary. We also had a chance to take pictures and tally up how many businesses
were independently owned and how many were chain stores, a process known as clone town surveying.
I know I speak for all of Year 12 when I say we thoroughly enjoyed this fieldwork. The 12k hike on the
second day was breath-taking and pushed us beyond our comfort zones. Our enjoyment was owed in part to
being exceptionally lucky with the weather, not to mention the ping pong table and excellent local sausages at
our accommodation!
A huge thank you to Mr Wright and Mr Hore-Lacy for organising the trip.
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Leicester University Academic visits
Heathcote Sociology Students
Mr
Angeletos,
Sociology
Teacher, tells us a little bit
about the interesting visit from
a University Lecturer on the
16th March…
Heathcote Sociology students had
an inspiring session from Dr Gina
Fox, Leicester University on prison rehabilitation.
Mr Angeletos commented on how well our students participated.
The material was directly linked to their A-level examination.

International Chemistry Olympiad
Congratulations to two of our Sixth
Form students, Kacper and Rania, for
being awarded Bronze Certificates in
the first round of the 50th International Chemistry Olympiad 2018 - well done!
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Globe Theatre in the Snow!
Why, what’s the matter
That you have such a February face…?’

Ms Kee-Rose, Lead Teacher for KS3 English, tells us about a snowy adventure…
Year 8 braved the blizzard to enjoy another successful trip to the Globe Theatre this week. The snow flurries only made the
production of 'Much Ado about Nothing' more
magical.
The Globe, of course, is a modern reconstruction
of an open air 16th century theatre where
Shakespeare plays were performed.
The group consisted of 65 Year 8 students from
each Year 8 English set, who were chosen as a
reward for consistently good effort, progress and
behaviour. Although not studying this particular
play, they were offered the opportunity to build
on knowledge they had gained from studying
‘Macbeth’ which will be of great use for future
studies of ‘Romeo and Juliet’ for their GCSE.
For many, it was their first experience of the Globe. The English department prepared a synopsis of the play for them to
enjoy before leaving school so as to ensure they were able to follow the plot and therefore fully enjoy the experience.
We had just enough time for students to
appreciate and admire the stunning
views of the Thames, St Paul’s
Cathedral and London Bridge before the
show.
It was fantastic to see our students so
engaged with the performance; laughing,
cheering and jeering at all the right
moments. Everyone was delighted when
the characters danced to ‘Candy’ by
Cameo. Of course, it is unlikely that this
would feature in the original stage
directions but that is what makes
‘Playing Shakespeare with Deutsche
Bank’ project so much fun.
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Science Club

At Science Club recently, the theme was ‘Hot and Cold’. One of the excellent edible treats we
made was a very messy sherbet. As you can see from the photos, we are not convinced everyone
was a fan.
We also made ‘Hot Ice’, check out our Twitter feed @HeathcoteE4 to see the video!
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Cambridge University History
of Art Taster Day
In February, some of our Year 12 Art students enjoyed
a visit to Cambridge University for a History of Art
Taster Day. Two of the students, Arnyah Khalique and
Bethany Grover, tell us what happened!
A taster day at
Cambridge
University is a
very
rare
opportunity for
students. Only
fifty students
can
be
allocated
places for History of Art and
we
were
delighted to be selected to take part.
On our way there (Arnyah, Bethany, Hansnii) we were greeted
cheerfully by local people in Cambridge who gave us directions
and explained which bus we should get. Among the local people
in Cambridge we also witnessed loads of bikes. Loads. We did
not see one street without a bike and if such a thing existed they
were just a minute away.
Upon walking into the university we followed the red signs stating ‘Follow for Open Day’. We walked in and found our remaining classmate Hamza Keskin, who was sitting waiting for the
lecture to begin amongst the other lucky students from different
schools around Britain.

revolutionary style of artwork for the Bolsheviks which they used
as a symbol for moving forward with their regime.
The world renowned artist Vincent Van Gogh was discussed later
on during a lecture from Paul Binski, in particular his painting
‘Wheatfield with Crows’, created in the final weeks of the artist’s
life in 1890. On 10th July that year, Vincent Van Gogh wrote to
his brother about what may have been his final painting,
describing it as including ‘trees’. He also expressed to his
brother that he wanted to highlight a sense of sadness, hence the
inclusion of the path leading nowhere and use of a blue sky to
express his sadness.
In addition to this, Gogh uses the technique “impasto” where he
applies a thick layer of paint and uses visible brush strokes to
emphasise his emotions; this is shown in his painting where he
has created a contrast of the wheatfield and sky. The latter has an
ombre effect where he has used a dark blue paint, and lightened
it using the colour white creating the clouds. When Gogh was
painting he purposely created this effect to make it obvious to the
viewer that two different things are happening in the artwork;
this shown through the brightly-coloured wheat fields in yellow,
green and brown contrasting with a darker tone for the sky. This
is a good example of how the blue sky seems to portray a sad and
downhearted mood, but at the same time the wheat fields give the
impression that he is also happy.

After attending the two lectures we were shown to “Pembroke
College” to eat lunch. Pembroke is one of Cambridge’s larger
colleges, as well as being the third oldest. The actual canteen at
the college was regularly sized, however their dining area was
absolutely vast by comparison and actually resembled Hogwarts
in many ways! Not to be overlooked, we have to say the food was
Our lecture mainly consisted of a discussion concerning ‘Black nice too.
Square’ by Malevich, created in 1913. We discussed a number of
aspects of the painting including the fact that it was a We were given a tour around the college and shortly after we
revolutionary symbol in art, as Malevich had previously taken were accompanied to the Fitzwilliam Museum, where we were
geometric shapes and created them with a limited pallet of taken into a back room to analyse three paintings.
colours to convey a certain painting form. However, the black
square was a symbol of a ‘new curtain’ as it conveyed something In conclusion, the
different in contrast to his previous artworks. We were told that tour of Cambridge
behind the black square was a previous painting done in the style was
a
good
of his old artworks, which he then covered with the ‘black experience and we
square’ to highlight his previous artworks as being in the past. are considering the
These previous artworks can be seen through the colours within History of Art degree
the cracks of the black square if you look carefully. The lecturer - course as an option
Dr Marie Collier - also indicated that this painting was created in the future. Highly
during the Russian revolution, the Bolshevik Uprising and the recommended.
October Revolution. Unknowingly or not, Malevich had created a
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Heathcote hosts RAF Roadshow
On 2nd February we once again hosted the
RAF Roadshow before an audience of
enthusiastic Year 7 students. Ms Faria gives
us more information on what has become a
fascinating and much-anticipated event...
This fun presentation is designed to inspire young
students to become the scientists, technologists,
engineers and
mathematicians of the future. It included practical
demonstrations of some of the technology and
scientific principles that the RAF personnel work
with, including remotely-operated drones and a jet
engine. There was also time for a quick discussion
of the career choices available to students in these
areas, both in the RAF and in the industrial sector.
The all-female team that visited the school were
particularly pleased with the interest shown and congeniality of the girls in the
audience, who asked some of the most interesting questions about living and working as
part of the RAF. We hope all our students found the event informative and inspiring.
We can't wait for next year's show!

Here are some of our provisional dates to help you plan ahead.
16 April

First Day of Term 11.00am start

18 June - 22 June

Test Week

Year 7 Parents’ Evening

18 June - 29 June

Year 12 Exams

Sixth Form and Beyond Evening

4 July

Year 6 Induction Day - School Closed

20 April

PSHCE Drop Down Day

5 July

Art Exhibition

26 April

Junior UKMT Maths Challenge

9 July - 20 July

Year 12 Work Experience

7 May

Bank Holiday - School Closed

12 July

Summer Showcase

17 May

JLT Workshop

18 July

Reports to Parents

26 May - 1 June

Half Term

19 July

Sports Day

4 June - 22 June

Year 10 Exams

20 July

Last Day of Term

19 April

14
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World Book Day 2018
Heathcote enjoyed 2018 World Book Day on March 8th this year - a
week later than planned due to atrocious weather! However, better
late than never, and both the book sale and the costumes were well
worth the wait. Ms Bashal, Director of English, tells all...
World Book Day, the annual celebration of books, authors
and illustrators, saw Heathcote School transformed on
Thursday 8thMarch. It was an opportunity to inspire a love of
reading in students – and also for pupils and teachers to
dress up as their favourite fictional characters.
It was great to see a range of characters from classics to
modern with highlights including Captain Hook and Mr Smee
along with their enemies Wendy and Michael from ‘Peter Pan’
as well as Dennis from ‘The Boy in the Dress’.
Year 7 and 8 pupils also had the opportunity to swap a token
for a new book. There was much enthusiasm and excitement
in the library during lunch time when students enjoyed a
range of quizzes and competitions.
Eleanor Harvey, a Year 11 pupil who won a
prize for best costume said: “I decided to
dress as an Oompa Loompa for World
Book Day partly because Roald Dahl is my
favourite author and I love reading Charlie
and the Glass Elevator when I was younger
but also because I wanted to be something
different and funny – that’s what I’ve
discovered through reading. It’s okay to be
different and creative.”
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Under the Patronage of Renato Carlos Sersale di Cerisano, Ambassador of the Embassy of the
Argentine Republic in United Kingdom and Northern Ireland
To help address the STEAMD (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, Arts and Design)
skills shortage in the UK, and to inspire the next generation of young women, as well as push for
economic empowerment and inclusion through technology, the Embassy of the Argentine Republic in
United Kingdom and Northern Ireland and iamtheCODE.org are joining forces to host the first UN
Sustainable Development girls’ hackathon on Friday, 13th of April 2018. The event will be held at
65 Brook Street London W1K 4AH from 9am to 5pm. Over 50 girls, aged 11 to 18 years from the
most disadvantaged communities of London, will be invited to the Embassy to learn about the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals, practice Design Thinking, explore the Kano Computer Kit,
the iamtheCODE iDEA Curriculum and create with technology and code. Girls must be accompanied
with a teacher. All food and transportation will be provided to the school.
Hackathon Objectives
By the end of the day, participants will have had the opportunity to:

Decode the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (also known as the Global Goals) and
understand key indicators that could drive change

Get hands-on with the Design Thinking framework to build technology solutions related to the
SDGs: Empathy, Define, Ideate, Prototype, Test

Make technology and create with code using Kano Kits

Work in groups in order to use technology to design a solution to raise awareness around or
address specific SDGs - including Goal 4, Goal 5 and Goal 13 (Quality Education, Gender
Equality and Climate Action).

Win a prize to take to their respective schools
About iamtheCODE
Created by the award-winning Senegalese-born British technologist, Academy Member of the Global
Teacher Prize and Young Global Leader, Marième Jamme, the iamtheCODE movement is designed
to promote access in the area of STEAMED (science, technology, engineering, mathematics, arts,
entrepreneurship and design) in young girls and women and to collaborate with governments,
philanthropic foundations, civil society and the private sector to invest in new technologies to ensure
that by 2030 we have 1 million women and girls enabled through technology and digital
literacy.
Recently recognized by the United Nations, iamtheCODE is the first African-led initiative to explore the
potential of digital technologies to improve the lives of women and girls in marginalized and deprived
communities around the world. The organization is supported by many prominent organizations,
including the Young Global Leaders of the World Economic Forum, the UN High Level Panel of
Women Economic Empowerment, Microsoft, UBS, Unilever, the Gates Foundation, and UNICEF. We
are dedicated to empowering women and girls to achieve their full economic potential. iamtheCODE
enables young girls and women to participate in the digital revolution so that they can hold the jobs of
the future in the technology industry. iamtheCODE relies on its unique global curriculum and its
proven approach and methodology to develop these future digital leaders. We know the empowerment
of girls’ fuels economies and supports productivity and growth. Committed to the vision of quality for all
and enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations, iamtheCODE works towards:

The elimination of discrimination against women and girls in all forms.

Empowerment of women and girls through technology and humanities.

Take action for women’s and girl’s economic right and opportunities.

Equality between men and women as partners and beneficiaries of development, rights of man,
of humanitarian action, peace and security
Please email Mariéme Jamme at marieme@iamthecode.org or Ikram Alasow
ikram_a@iamthecode.org for more information about the event.
IamtheCODE UK c/o Thoughtworks- 76 Wardour Street- Soho- London, W1F 0UR
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British Science and Engineering Week
Ms Faria, STEM Co-Ordinator, tells us more about the exciting activities students took
part in to celebrate British Science Week.
Inspire Activities at Heathcote with Scientists from Imperial College London
Once again, scientists from Imperial College London visited Heathcote to deliver a series of
workshops relating to their area of research. This time, the main focus was on Astrophysics.
The Year 9 students (pictured) learned about the principles of mapping the stars and built their
own astrolabe. They then used their astrolabes to calculate the altitude of other students' heads
and determine their distance from them!
an extracalculate the

There were also sessions involving a toilet paper solar system and visits to
solar planet using "NASA's eyes". Some physics students were also able to
distance of galaxies using real data and mathematical equations.

Biology Challenge for Year 10 students
As part of the activities organised for British Science Week, a group of Year 10 students (Ayaan Hussain, Chanel
Munroe, Cameron White, Ann Rider, Richarnie Burrows and Tom O'Dwyer) took part in the Biology Challenge
organised by the Royal Society of Biology.
This online challenge stimulates students’ curiosity for the natural world and
encourages them to take an interest in biology outside of school. Questions
were set on the school curriculum, but the competition will also reward those
students whose knowledge of the subject has been increased by reading books
and magazines, watching natural history programmes, taking notice of the
news media for items of biological interest, and are generally aware of our
natural flora and fauna.
Every student who took part in the competition is eligible to receive free BioNet membership for one year.
We're keeping our fingers crossed for all of these brave students, who will be offered the opportunity to attend an awards
ceremony at IET: London, Savoy Place if they are amongst the top scoring students in the country.
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Citizen Science Project in Ms Lattibeaudiere's ICT Club
The school's ICT club, which includes Year 7 and Year 8 students, took on the
Plastic Tide Challenge set up for British Science Week and contributed to create a
program that can auto-detect, measure and monitor the levels of plastics and other marine
litter washing up on our beaches.
They also stored evidence of their contribution to this project and will therefore be
entered in the draw for Amazon vouchers - winners to be announced by the end of the term!
Well done to the fantastic students, Takunda, Odo, Daniel, Christopher, Francesca, Temiloluwa, Roisin, Precious and
Keiran, for doing their bit to help protect wildlife and marine habitats from the damage caused by plastic pollution.

Royal Navy Careers Presentation
To commemorate National Apprenticeship Week, a group of Year
10 students were treated to a Careers Presentation by the Royal
Navy, including some pretty interesting videos about the recruitment
and selection stages.

Music Recital with Chingford Foundation
Mr Argyrakis gives us a short report on the collaboration with nearby
Chingford Foundation’s Music Department.
On Wednesday 14th March, some of our
A-level students went to Chingford
Foundation School to play in a combined
mock recital for their performance module.
There were excellent performances from all
students.
The schools will put on another
combined recital in the Summer term.
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Bowling in London’s Deaf Panathlon
Ms Jarrett, Teacher of the Deaf, tells us about this exciting
competition for our Deaf learners
The Heathcote Deaf pupils had a very
successful trip to the London Deaf
Panathlon competition on Friday
26th January. The event took place at
the Romford Rollerbowl centre, where
they were in rivalry with deaf pupils
from other schools in the London/Essex
Deaf Bowling Competition. They were
impeccably behaved and worked
beautifully as a team, their efforts
rewarded as they came away with silver
medals! We were very proud of the way they represented Heathcote.
Panathlon’s deaf programme in London is supported by the City Bridge Trust,
the Bulldog Trust and the Ovingdean Hall Foundation. Last year 16 schools
competed across the capital as part of the programme.

Zurich Insurance Visit Year 12 Pupils

On 23rd January the Sixth Form at Heathcote was visited by seven employees from Zurich Insurance.
They represented different departments within the company and had each joined via a different route. Some of our Year 12 girls took part
in a “speed mentoring” session which all of them found very useful.
We would like to extend our thanks to Zurich for assisting with this event.
“I found it very interesting to hear about the
many different routes into insurance, and the
roles within the company. It was beneficial and
has helped me to think more about the sort of
job I want to do in the future”
Erin Burnett, Year 12
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African Musical Instruments
Ms. Argyrakis tells us about an interesting workshop
At the beginning of term our Year 7 music pupils were designing
and making African musical instruments to tie in with the
traditional West African Music scheme of work they were
studying in lessons. The Art department kindly offered to run a
one-off bespoke workshop in January during which pupils
received support with this homework task and designed and
made an array of instruments including African drums, rattles
and shakers. As you can see the instruments were inspired by the
colours and styles of traditional African Instruments. We were
particularly impressed with Frankie Bellefontaine’s orange,
tiger themed drum. The best instrument in each form will receive
a prize.
A huge thank you to Ms. Bolshakova and the team for helping out with this project!

Enter the Royal Society of Biology Annual Photography Competition
The Royal Society of Biology annual photography competition invites amateurs to submit
photographs on the theme 'Patterns in nature' this year.
Life on Earth encompasses a myriad of regular forms, sequences and
structures and we invite you to capture these details of biology. The judges
are looking for an original interpretation of the theme.
You might wish to explore how animals use spots, stripes and other shapes
to camouflage and signal; or capture the collective arrangement of wildlife
in colonies, herds and shoals. Your photograph could depict the spirals and
symmetries of the plant kingdom to the meanders and tessellations as seen
in wider landscapes.
There are two categories in the competition, each with a cash prize:



Photographer of the Year (18 and over) - £1,000 top prize
Young Photographer of the Year (under 18) - £500 top prize

For more information speak to Ms Faria or visit https://www.rsb.org.uk/get-involved/rsb-competitions/photography-competition
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Wildlife Photography Competition
Ms Faria shows us the winning entries from the Wildlife Photography Competition
run by the Natural History Museum...
The Wildlife Photography Competition that was launched back in December ended on 2nd March. The winners are Chanel Munroe
and Renee Davis, both in Year 10, with the following entries:

Dead flowers always give me a bit more life
What inspired me to take the photo was that
people usually focus on how beautiful flowers are
when alive, but then disregard them as soon as
the first plant wilts.
The thing is though, flowers still keep their
beauty even in death. The colour of each petal changes from being so
vibrant, to becoming so dull and dreary, but still manage to stay
gorgeous.
(Chanel Munroe, Year 10)

Sociable squirrel
I enjoy taking photos of animals and was surprised when this
squirrel came right up to the camera. I took a few shots but this
one was centred and focused, which is why I chose to submit it.
(Renee Davis, Year 10)

Each winner received two tickets to the Wildlife Photographer of the Year Exhibition at
the Natural History Museum in London. We hope that will inspire them to pursue their
interest in photographing and protecting wildlife.
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Congratulations
To Mrs McHugh who had a baby girl in March.

Staff Goodbyes
As we come to the end of term, we say a fond farewell to some of our staff that have left over the
term:

Ms Rendora - Exams Officer
Mr Rehman - Network Manager
Ms Paul - Head of Art
Mr Fox - School Business Manager
Ms Davies - SENDCO
Ms Oprea - Science Technician
Ms Elgood - Science Technician
Ms Syeddah - Mathematics Teacher
Ms Cope - Attendance Administrator
Ms Childs - IEU Co-Ordinator
Ms Wellard - Senior Librarian
Thank you to all of our leavers for their hard work and commitment and would like to wish them all
the best of luck in the future.

Welcome
We would like to welcome the staff below who have joined us over the term, or will be joining us
next term:

Ms Smith - Exams Officer from February
Mr Amine - Network Manager from February
Ms Larkin - Drama Teacher started in March
Ms Milling - Pastoral Support Assistant started in March
Ms Gardiner - SENDCO starts after the Easter holidays
We would also like to welcome Ms Begum - Lead Teacher for Business Studies - back from
maternity leave
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“Girls just wanna have fun!!! And win whilst they’re at it!!”
Heathcote Girls have really been setting the bar high for sports this term with some
fantastic results and achievements:
Year 7 Girls Waltham Forest Borough Champions:
Bronze in Basketball for Year 11 Girls:
Congratulations to the Year 7 girls who won the Borough Congratulations to our Year 11 girls who also finished 3rd
Football League!
in their Basketball league!
Year 9 Girls Football Runners Up:
Congratulations to the Year 9 girls who finished runners
up in the Borough Football League!
Invincibles!!
It is also important to know that both football teams
went the season without losing a match!

Indoor Athletics:
Congratulations to:





Amy Allison (Year 8) who came 1st in the 800m
Ruth Ekomisa (Year 7) who came 1st in the 800m
Chloe Baker (Year 8) who came 2nd in the shot putt
Savannah Carr (Year 8) who came 3rd in the 60m
sprint

Year 10-11 Girls Waltham Forest Borough Champions:
Another amazing footballing feat for our girls, as our
Year 10-11 girls also stole the show, winning the Borough league!
Boys
Year 9 Boys Reach The Waltham Forest
Football Cup Final:
Good luck to our boys who will compete in the final.
We’re hoping for even more silverware to be brought
back!!
Year 8s Continue Their Good Form into The Semi’s:
Our Year 8 boys have their semi-final to play as they
continue their bid for silverware.

The aim of Heathcote School &
Science College is to provide an
excellent education in a safe,
supportive learning environment,
where people are valued and make
positive contributions to the school
community and where students go
on to become independent members
of society.

Year 8 Boys Finish 2nd in Basketball:
Congratulations to our Year 8 boys who made the finals
of the Year 8 Basketball Borough competition.

PE Kit HCS
We are continuing our discussions with a potential
supplier for a new PE kit, and hope to be able to
present our ideas very, very soon!
HCS

www.heathcoteschool.com
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